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INTRODUCTION
The number of attendees visiting religious cultural attractions
(churches and Cathedrals) have been decreasing over a long
period of time and continues to today. It has been a current
trend that has been decreasing over a declining rate over a long
period of time. Audience shown most declination- Millennials.

Various reasons include:

• Religious/Non Religious beliefs- especially after they hit a
young adult age (Newport, 2019).

• Not interested/emotionally comfortable within certain
spaces/the whole building

• Costs of Admission and/or Experience

• Social Differences in Cultural Diversities

Millennials have been described as the most difficult audience to
engage with (link to current technological trends), but there are
features that attract them in the spaces. E.g. Type of ambience
projected (e.g. calming music, bold visuals).

Figure 1: 'Cathedral Declination’ (Sorrill, 
2020)



• Proven that Millennials are INTERESTED- especially
CURIOUS of visiting these spaces.

• Attractions influencing User Experience behaviours-
Aesthetics/Ambience features.

• Visitors need to feel “this is THEIR SPACE…We do want them to
explore the light and buildings without feeling like they must be
religious to do so”. (M) .

• ENCOURAGING for no admission fee – feel more WELCOME to
visit the space- if they do charge visitors "they should have
something to offer so it makes the fee worth it" (FG)

• Future Expectations/Requests: Art, Music or Interactive
Events– providing the exhibition is “sympathetic to the space”
(M).

• Virtual Tours - Neither have invested or tried them but are
interested.
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Figure 2: 'The Nave Tapestry'



COVID-19 TRENDS: ATTRACTIONS & TECHNOLOGY

Attractions

• Attractions are beginning to open, but there are
a vast number of restriction policies in place
that make the experience less enjoyable:

- Small spaces closed

- Large numbers cannot enter organisation

• There is a lot of uncertainty to how people
will be able to visit these attractions in the
not-too-distant-future- don’t know what the
‘new normal’ will look like.

Technology
• Cultural Organisations are introducing new

methods to improve user experiences by using
interactive technology.

• Galleries and Museums have began using online
virtual tours for visitors to see the attraction at
home as they cannot physically visit.



Table 1: 
'Customer 
Journey Map 1



PERSONAS

• From Real data conducted 
(Secondary and Primary).

• Target Audience –
Millennials (24-39 years 
old).

• Both interested/have 
creative 
backgrounds/interests.

• Visits all Cultural 
Attractions.

• For 2 different solutions –
receive an experience of 
some form (physical or 
digital) that can be 
combined.

Figures 3-4: ‘Personas’ (Sorrill, 2020)



SOLUTION 1: PHYSICAL
EXPERIENCE – ART EVENT

• Unique in a Cathedral compared to an Art Gallery or
Museum.

• Suitable for all audiences: not just Millennials.

• Practical Purpose – for local, new or young artists
promoting themselves into the art market. Visitors
can view and even purchase their work.

• For people that “…seek connections to art”
(Olyukova, 2019). Art impacts people in different
emotional ways- a visual way for the artist to
communicate a message or story to the audience.

• Exhibition Theme with Accompanying Instrumental
Music – create a memorable emotional atmosphere
with the historic site- especially if theme links with
building.

Figures 5-6: ‘Art Event Illustrations’ 
(Sorrill, 2020)



SOLUTION 2: DIGITAL EXPERIENCE – VIRTUAL TOUR

• Allows the user to explore and navigate the cultural

attraction whether on the go or from their home.

• Access Location – Organisation Website

• Beneficial (link to COVID-19) – gives people option to see

the attraction (gain an experience even if not able to

physically visit).

• Links to Art Event (Livestream option included)–They can

feel part of the event wherever they are and can view

artists work- another method for Millennials to discover

the attractions and artists.

• People are limited to what they can do for the present

time, but we can propose alternative options so they do

get an experience form.Figure 7: ‘Virtual Tour Laptop’ 
(Sorrill, 2020)



SOLUTION 2: DIGITAL EXPERIENCE – VIRTUAL TOUR

Attractions and events are “trying to help visitors in this unprecedented

situation… museums, galleries, and all kinds of different performers around the

world are united in overcoming the challenges presented by isolation.” (COE,

2020).

Figures 8-9: ‘Virtual Tour Website and 
iPad/Phone’ (Sorrill, 2020)



Tables 2 & 3: ‘Customer Journey Map Solutions’ (Sorrill, 2020)



MEET THE TEAM:

Design Manager The Attraction- Cathedral Events Manager

Photographer Marketing & AdvertisementGraphic & Web DesignerTechnical Designer

Figure 10: ‘Design 
Team Adaptation’ 
(Sorrill, 2020 -
Adaptation of 
VectorStock, n.d.)



DESIGN MANAGEMENT TOOL: DOUBLE DIAMOND

By using this method, it
will act as a guide to the
Design Manager, The
Design Team and the
Cultural Organisation to
overview the progress
of the Project and what
will be permitted and be
suitable for the space.

Figure 11: ‘Double Diamond’ (Sorrill, 2020)
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Thank You for your Time!
Any Questions/Feedback?
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